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I. GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Date
B. Department
C. Course Identifier
D. Course Title
E. Preparer
F. Department Chair

G. Dean

December 1st, 2010
English
ENGL 93, 96, 1A
ENOL courses with Distance Ed Addendum
En lish Curricu Committee
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II. DISTANCE EDUCATION JUSTIFICATION
Students have required lab assignments in all of the Basic Skills courses, which include a
campus-only version (WAN) of Reading Plus to improve fluency and comprehension,
but because of the time and space limitations of our existing facilities, too many students
are unable to access this program and other English technological resources to receive lab
credit. Many students need the flexibility of being able to work and learn from our
resources while off campus. The English Department has acquired an online version of
Reading Plus to help students in all levels, not only basic skills, address their college
readiness. Most, if not all, students in English classes need this supplemental support in
reading, as well as in writing and research. By expanding all courses to include a lab
hour, more students will learn from and more teachers will assign a range of resources,
including the online version of Reading Plus, which will improve learning outcomes and
help prepare students for post City College work in and out of the classroom.

III. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY
A. Use of Technology. Check the technology(ies) that students will use as an

alternate to classroom instruction:
D Online Learning Management System
D Televised Instruction
~ Other

B. Student-Instructor Contact.
1. Check the modes that students will be able to use ask the instructor

questions
~ Email
D Online discussion boards or other asynchronous communication
D Online chat or other synchronous communication
L_ Telephone
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IZI Face to face meetings
D Other:

2. Check the modes the instructor will use to prompt for student contact
IZI Email
D Online discussion boards or other asynchronous communication
D Online chat or other synchronous communication
IZI Telephone
IZI Face to face meetings
D Other:

3. Please provide details on 1 and 2 above. Be sure to include the frequency
When available, instructors will meet in Cyberia and hopefully other
English labs (currently under discussion with the Chancellor) to model and
instruct students in the use of these technologies, so that they can use them
on their own off campus. Additionally, the reading and writing programs'
management systems will inform instructors on what students need to
practice and what skills need more attention. Instructors will use the
aforementioned modes to contact students. Student instructor contact will
remain at 52.5 hours, and students will then complete 16 hours on their
own.

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments: (see course outline) with this addendum, which requires students to

work on Reading Plus, a multi-tier intervention, which supports core-reading
programs with structured independent reading practice, strengthening fluency and
comprehension skills, and offering additional activities based on individual
student need. Other technological resources such as textbook companion websites
and publisher's exercise sites may also be used to improve learning outcomes.

B. Evaluation and Modes: (see course outline) with this addendum. Reading Plus
will add the additional means to not only assess the completion of lab hours, but it
will also allow instructors and students to correspondingly see demonstrated
progress through the use of Reading Plus and other technologies in their reading
and writing assignments. Online diagnostic programs may also be used to assess
students' reading, writing and research skills at entry and exit.
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c. Articulation
D This course does not articulate with any courses at a four-year school
IZI This course articulates with one or more courses at a four-year school. The
department has discussed the impact of a distance education mode with the
Articulation Officer.

D. Distance Evaluation Integrity: The Reading Plus program has assessment reports
built in that are based on studies of over 12,000 students, elementary through
college-level. Instructors will be able to access individual student status reports,
which will allow instructors to compare students' reading and comprehension to
in-class work. Other online reading and writing programs also require log-in and
maintain records of student work, adapting to individual student skill level.

E. Textbook and other Instructional Materials: (See course outline) with these
additions: Reading Plus (on and off campus), English Department Lab page,
textbook companion sites, such as Bedford's website designed around the text,
Everything's an Argument, publishers' online course management systems, such
as McGraw Hill's Connect Writing, and Bedford St. Martin's Comp Class, and
Pearson's My Skills Lab.
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Cit)' College of San Francisco
Course Outline of Record

I.

II.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A. Date
B. Department
C. Course Number
D. Course Tille
E. Course Outline Preparer

F. Department Chairperson

G. Dean

COURSE SPECIFICS
A. Hours
B. Units
C. Prerequisites

D. Course Justification

E. Field Trip(s)
F. Method of Grading
G. Repeatability

December I, 20 I0
English
English 96
Academic Writing and Reading
English Department Level and Curriculum

11 lillees

3 lecture hours, I hour lab
3
Placement through initial assessment and
malriculation; or successful completion of
English 93 or English 94; or placement via
the English Department Eligibility Essay
Examination or English Eligibility Office; or
placement via the English Department
Assessment process.
This is an introductory college course in
argumentative writing, critical reading, and
MLA documentation. It salisfies the
graduation requirement for Written
Composition at City College of San
Francisco.
No
Leller
o

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
College. level training and practice in critical reading and in writing
argumentative essays. Emphasis is on reading and writing analytically and
developing research and documentation skills.
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IV.

v.

MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of the course a student will be able to:

A. Demonstrate the ability to write and revise university freshman entry-level
essays in and out ofclass ofvarying lengths that rely on text-based
exposition, analysis, and argumentation.

B. Show independent ability to comprehend academic essays (Advanced
Degrees ofReading Power readability score of61 or above).

C. Show ability to analyze expository and argumentative works at the
university freshman entry level.

D. Demonstrate, through writing, reading, and discussion, the ability to
examine abstract and conceptual ideas at the university freshman entry
level.

E. Summarize independently, through discussion and in writing, university
freshman entry-level texts and expository prose.

F. Show university freshman entry-level facility at developing and using key
structural elements ofan essay, including unified thesis statements, logical
organization, paragraph patterns, extended paragraph development, and
cohesive transitions.

G. Show consistent, strong skills when writing sentences that employ
coordination and subordination.

H. Show some control over more complex sentence patterns that include
multiple clauses and parallel constructions.

I. Demonstrate university freshman entry-level proficiency in using the
conventions of Standard Written English, including regular tracking and
self-correction of errors.

J. Demonstrate university freshman entry-level skills in finding, integrating,
and citing outside sources using MLA format.

CONTENT
A. Writing Skills and Process

1. Review ofacademic essay structure
a. Conventional academic introduction patterns
b. Thesis statements as controlling ideas, not tripartite lists
c. Body paragraph structure
d. Conclusion strategies other than straight summary

2. More advanced elements of essay structure
a. Facility with a variety of introductions
b. Extended paragraph development using a variety of

strategies
c. Logical organization sequences, not enumeration
d. Cohesive transitions
e. Use ofspecifics and generalities and the relationship

between them
3. Review ofthe writing process

a. Developing ideas
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b. Organizing ideas using a variety ofstrategies
c. Seeking feedback and revising independently
d. Editing and proofreading

4. More advanced writing process for college-level papers
a. Finding and evaluating evidence and support
b. Integrating quotations, paraphrases, and summaries
c. Distinguishing the effects oflanguage and word choice on

content and meaning
i. Connotation and denotation

ii. Consistency in tone
iii. Awareness ofaudience

B. College writing as mixed-mode structures
1. Practicing informational strategies

a. Fact-based descriptions and definitions
b. Appropriate use ofstatistics and data
c. Quoting authorities and other sources accurately

2. Developing analytical strategies
a. Presenting concepts and ideas in their logical component

parts or as a whole
b. Representing abstract ideas clearly and applying them in

relationship to other ideas
3. Advancing argumentative strategies

a. Structuring and defending a logical thesis
b. Making and supporting clear claims ofsome complexity
c. Using appropriate rhetorical modes and reasonable

evidence in the body ofan argumentative essay
d. Developing and employing rebuttal and counterargument

strategies
e. Recognizing errors in logic and reasoning
f. Discovering assumptions and premises

C. Critical reading ofcollege-level academic texts
1. Engaging with abstract and conceptual ideas
2. Identifying (underlining and annotating) the main ideas and

connections between these ideas in preparation for summary
writing

3. Asking questions of the text that consider author intention, logic,
inferences, and implications

4. Identifying reasoning errors
5. Learning about and using academic and/or more specialized

dictionaries
6. Identifying and applying high-frequency academic vocabulary
7. Recognizing signs of author bias

D. Paraphrasing and summary writing
1. Learning the distinction between and uses for paraphrasing,

quoting, and summarizing
2. Accurate summary writing
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VI.

a. One-sentence summaries of facts, concepts and key ideas
b. One-paragraph summaries ofcomplex passages or ideas
c. One-page summaries ofintennediate-Iength works

E. Writing in response to critical reading of abstract texts
1. Pursuing and responding to critical inquiry questions
2. Challenging or disputing an author's position and support
3. Incorporating two or three perspectives in a discussion or

argument
4. Students will read authors who present a variety of perspectives

on issues and who speak from diverse viewpoints: examples
include diverse academic, socioeconomic, cultural, sexual
orientation, disability, and ethnic backgrounds.

F. Writing timed essays and summaries in response to college-level academic
texts

1. Writing summaries, essays, and answers to questions based on 1
2 abstract readings

2. Generating a clear thesis that directly addresses a complex topic
or question

3. Supporting a thesis using ordered main points, logical
development, and relevant textual evidence, including
paraphrases and quotations

4. Writing in clear idiomatic English with limited grammatical
errors and occasional lapses in syntax

G. Writing correct sentences
1. Review of sentence boundaries
2. Review and further development of sentence patterns

incorporating the use ofcoordinating conjunctions, subordinating
conjunctions, conjunctive adverbs and sentence modifiers,
relative pronoun clauses, appositives, and interrupting modifiers

3. New sentence patterns
a. Multiple clauses
b. Parallel constructions

4. Advanced punctuation (colons, semicolons, and dashes)
H. Developing college-level research and documentation skills

I. Instructor-guided research
a. Learning to find source materials using the library

subscription services and the Internet
b. Learning to evaluate source credibility

2. MLA documentation
a. Parenthetical citations
b. Source integration using a variety of techniques
c. Works Cited fonnat

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments
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1. Essay assignments: writing assignments will consist ofno fewerr than 6 essays that rely on a variety of text-based, exposition,
analysis, and argumentation.

a. Out-of-class assignments: 3-4 of the essays will be out-of-
class essays totaling a minimum of 14-17 pages. At least
one of these essays will be at least 5 pages in length. One
of the essays will be a summary of a substantial abstract
non-fiction work. At least 1 ofthe essays will incorporate
out ofclass research using 3-5 sources each.

b. In-class assignments: 2-3 of the essays will be in-class
essays of4-6 well-developed paragraphs in length. One of
these will be the final exam.

2. Reading assignments: reading assignments (from which all
writing assignments will be derived) will focus on a unifying
concept or a series of themes or concepts that strongly
complement one another. These themes or concepts will have a
significant abstract component.

a. Out-of-class assignments
1. Readings will consist of primarily non-fiction works

at the introductory college level that require a reader
to engage with conceptual, intellectual, and abstract
ideas.

r
a) Numerous non-fiction essays or articles of

5-10 pages or more.
b) A whole work ofnonfiction, or a book of

non-fiction essays by a single author, or a
book of non-fiction essays focused on a
single subject.

c) One sixth of the term (3 weeks in the Fall
or Spring, 1 week ofSummer) may be
devoted to fiction, poetry, or drama. Any
works of literature will thematically
connect with the non-fiction concepts and
themes of the class.

11. Critical reading assignments
a) Short summaries of I sentence to 1 page
b) Accurate paraphrases of abstract passages
c) Responses to critical questions (with

emphasis on student-generated questions)
d) Written and verbal syntheses of readings

and ideas
b. In-class assignments

1. Discussion of assigned reading
11. Critical analysis of assigned reading
lll. Identifying and building academic vocabulary

r 3. Common assessments
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a. In-class assignments: Common reading and writing
assessments developed, validated, and required by the
English Department in addition to the 6+ essays assigned
by the instructor

b. Out-of-class assignments: Common reading and writing
assessments developed, validated, and required by the
English Department in addition to the 6+ essays assigned
by the instructor

4. Other writing assignments
a. Out-of-class assignments

i. Short writing assignments and exercises to increase
fluency and develop skills

II. Short summaries of 1 sentence to 1 page
iii. Sentence pattern exercises to increase skill with

conjunctive adverbs, multiple clauses, parallelism,
and advanced punctuation (colons, semicolons, and
dashes)

b. In-class assignments
i. Short writing assignments and exercises to increase

fluency and develop skills
II. Short summaries of 1 sentence to 1 page
iii. Sentence pattern exercises to increase skill with

conjunctive adverbs, multiple clauses, parallelism,
and advanced punctuation (colons, semicolons, and
dashes)

B. Evaluation
1. Essay evaluations, including constructive comments, will be

returned to students before the next essay is due
2. Reading assessments, including comprehension exams,

vocabulary tests/quizzes, and summary writing
3. Periodic common reading and writing assessments developed,

validated, and required by the English Department
4. Final exam which includes an in-class analytical or

argumentative essay in response to one or more abstract readings
C. Textbooks and other instructional materials

1. Students will read authors who present a variety ofperspectives
on issues and who speak from diverse viewpoints: examples
include diverse academic, socioeconomic, cultural, sexual
orientation, disability, and ethnic backgrounds.

2. Textbooks should be submitted to the English Department
textbook committee for approval.

3. A reader, rhetoric, or anthology with essays that emphasize
conceptual, intellectual, and abstract ideas and from which text
based exposition, analysis, and argumentation paper topics can
be derived

Examples:
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VII.

Windowst by Rackham
Creating Americ~ by Maser
Exploring Languaget by Goshgarian

4. A book ofnon-fiction
Examples:
The Second Shiftt by Hochschild,
Into Thin Airt by Krakauer

5. An optional work of literature (or several shorter literary
selections)t the ideas in which connect to the overarching
concepts and objectives of the class

6. The departmentally approved handbook
7. A college-level dictionary

Title 5 CLASSIFICATION
Credit/Degree Applicable (meets all standards of Title V. Section 55002 (a».
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